
Zürich Workshop 
August 1 – 6, 2010

The topic is Eating, Food in all its possible aspects and manifestations, from in-
ner organs of beasts and fowls, pork kidneys, to quashed quotatoes, from the 
Famine to Banquets, via “Indiges” and, at need, supplemented by matters of ex-
cretion.

As usual, we proceed by free, but carefully researched presentations. Participants 
will supply mental pabulum and offer their faintly scented findings in a concise 
way so as to stimulate responses and ample discussion. Early (9.30) morning ses-
sions will be set apart for emerging themes or close looks. In pointed contrast to 
large conferences with their strict limitation on speaking time, the emphasis is on 
interaction and immersion. Follow-up or ad hoc sessions can be added. 

There will be absolutely no reading of papers, no reciting of typescripts, 
no extended lectures. Every topic will be set up so that others can join in. Par-
ticipants will highlight one particular relevant aspect to promote discussions. 

The Foundation, whose funds have been drastically diminished due to the ubiqui-
tous crisis, charges a nominal fee of Swiss Fr. 100 (one hundred) for one whole in-
tensive week, mainly to cover part of our expenses. A lot is offered in return. 
Some evenings are devoted to social gatherings, they usually include a boat trip on 
the Lake of Zürich and a dinner. 

We will assemble on Sunday, August 1 (the Swiss national holiday with firework 
displays in the evening) and officially disperse on August 6, Saturday afternoon. 
You are free to arrive earlier or leave later so as to make extended use of the fairly 
comprehensive resources of the Foundation. 

Please get in touch with us soon if you plan to take part and are willing to follow 
the guidelines. We cannot accommodate more than 20 active participants into our 
confined space, so do register early. Send in your topic and a revealing title by the 
end of May. It is also advisable to look around for accommodation (Internet) in 
good time. 



In your email correspondence be sure to include the key term NurturingJoyce 
(one word!) so that no message will get lost. 

Previous workshops (on Cyclops, Oxen of the Sun, Eumaeus, II,1 of Finnegans 
Wake, Songs, Synaesthesia, Documentary InSights, Repetition/Negation, Dream-
ing, “Homer behind Joyce behind Homer”, Chance/Coincidence, Kitsch, Expecta-
tion, Performance, Alienation, Material Joyce, Naming, Errors, “Musicillogical 
Joyce”) are listed on our website. 

Earlier participants (www.joycefoundation.ch) or previous reports in JJQ, JJ 
Broadsheet or JJLS will inform you about procedures, atmosphere and conviviality. 

We are sure that we will have one more lively high level and bracing week, with 
abundant food for reflection and stimulation. 

The Workshop is organized and will be directed jointly by Valentina Janner and 
Fritz Senn. 

Zürich James Joyce Foundation 
Ursula Zeller, Fritz Senn, Frances Ilmberger, Tanja Gubser, Ruth Frehner

Phone ++41 44 211 83 01 / Fax ++41 44 212 51 28

Please communicate to both

Fritz Senn      AND               Valentina Janner   

fritzsenn@mac.com      vjanner@access.uzh.ch 
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